Focus on
buyers who
can close

www.covid19globalsupplies.com

COVID-19 Global Supplies (C19GS) is a safe, secure online
marketplace created to connect suppliers and distributors of
critically-needed personal protection equipment (PPE) with
purchasers and those in need.
Unlock your Marketplace Success with a Full Suite of Benefits
Buyer benefits and features

•Buyer/seller matching
Through our advanced matching algorithm, you’ll
easily find the right sellers with the products you
need.

Seller benefits and features

•Cost-effective solutions
Save on fulfillment with simple pricing and no
hidden fees.
•Buyer/seller matching
Through our advanced matching algorithm, you’ll
narrow in on the right buyers.

•Secure blockchain network
Through registrations, confidentiality agreements
and due diligence, your site is 100% protected—
only those who YOU authorize will have access to •Easy inventory management
your site.
Track inventory, orders and shipments with easyto-read dashboards.
•Full transparency
Price, product availability and location and
•Extraordinary business growth
all verified so you can be confident in your
Reach more buyers than ever before with our PPEpurchase.
focused site.
•One-stop shop
Save time by shopping on our PPE-focused site
with simple pricing and no hidden fees.

•Full transparency
Funds are verified before product is released so
you can be confident in each transaction.

Broker benefits and features

Financier benefits and features

•Buyer/seller matching
Through our advanced matching algorithm,
you’ll narrow in on the right buyers.
•Full transparency

•Full transparency
Price, product availability and location and are
all fully vetted so you can be confident in each
transaction.

•Secure blockchain network
Through registrations, confidentiality agreements
and due diligence, you’ll protect yourself and
your buyer—only those who YOU authorize will
have access to your site.

•Secure blockchain network
Through registrations, confidentiality agreements
and due diligence, you’ll protect yourself and
your buyer—only those who YOU authorize will
have access to your site.

Price, product availability and location and are
all verified so you can be confident in each
transaction.
•One-stop shop
Save time by shopping on our PPE-focused site
with simple pricing and no hidden fees.
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Private has its privileges
COVID-19 Global Supplies provides the tools and services to
introduce products to your private database of buyers, brokers and
financiers securely and professionally.
www.covid19globalsupplies.com

A World Class
Procurement
System
Procurement is more than just purchasing
goods and services for an organization.
An effective procurement process
involves an in-depth understanding
of requirements by all stakeholders,
matching the right supplier for meeting
those requirements, periodically
evaluating supplier performance, and
negotiating contracts that can provide
the highest value at minimum cost.
At C19GS, we’ve taken steps to
completely eliminate the fear and distrust
of using an online marketplace:
•Requiring the proper documentation
and processes (NCNDA, ICPO, LOI, LOA,
KYC, IMFPA, RWA, SGS, SPA)
•Doing our due diligence to confirm
buyers/brokers are not blacklisted
and are rated based on track record,
responsiveness, efficiency and
effectiveness
•Inspection of product
•Verifying proof of funds/cage codes
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Find the
right buyers
through
a custom
secure
network
We support your organization by building
custom secure network that make a
Through
registrations,
connection,
whetherconfidentiality
you’re using it for a
agreements and due diligence, you’ll
single product listing or hundreds.
protect yourself and your buyer.
And, through advanced tracking and
reporting,
narrow inconfidentiality
on the right
Throughyou’ll
registrations,
buyers
agreements and due diligence, you’ll
protect yourself and your buyer—only
those who YOU authorize will have access
to your site. And, through advanced
tracking and reporting, you’ll narrow in on
the right buyers.
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Keeping your
information safe
Using advanced blockchain
technology, COVID-19 Global

So, exactly how does blockchain,
specifically private blockchain, keep your
information safe? Private blockchains
use identity to confirm membership and
access privileges and only permit known,
verified organizations to join. Together, the
organizations form a private, members-only

Supplies is able to remove all risk

“business network.” A private blockchain

and uncertainty.

in a permissioned network achieves
consensus through a process called
“selective endorsement,” where known
users verify the transactions. Only members
with special access and permissions can
maintain the transaction ledger. This
network type requires more identity and
access controls.
This is why you can have complete
confidence each transaction is safe and
secure—so you can focus on your business.
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Membership
has its perks

Membership has its Perks
By joining the C19GS Marketplace, you
have the unique opportunity to reach
thousands of COVID19GlobalSupplies.
com visitors each month and to join
the multitude of buyers, sellers,
brokers and financiers who call
themselves C19GS partners.

For as little as $99.99 per
month, you’ll have the
ability to reach millions
of customers, build your
brand and grow your
business.
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KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Inventory management
Maintain accurate product levels and increase
efficiency with inventory reporting optimized for
your business needs.

• Account management
Connect with the C19GS fulfillment experts
for custom recommendations on business
optimization and growth.

• Item page content
Present your products with better control over
item page content resulting in more conversions.

• Pricing
Enjoy a simple cost structure that includes a fixed
monthly fee.

• Enhanced support
Get help from dedicated C19GS associates to
have all your questions answered.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
Q. How do I join the C19GS Marketplace?
A: Visit https://www.covid19globalsupplies.com/?page_id=4624 and click Sign up.
Q: Once approved, how do I start selling/requesting product?
A: If you are approved as a seller, you will register and integrate your items and fulfillment system
with C19GS. Once you are ready to go live, your items will be made visible to customers.
If you are approved as a buyer/broker/financier, you will register and provide the necessary
documentation. Once this step is completed and confirmed, you may begin posting opportunities.
Q: How do I build a Deal Team?
A: After you have posted your opportunity, you can now review the prospects that arise from our
advanced matching algorithm. You will then choose the team that best meets your needs.
Q: What happens after my Deal Team closes a deal?
A: After you have successfully closed a deal, it’s time for a deal and pipeline review. By reviewing
each step that was taken throughout the transaction, you will have the opportunity to identify what
worked, what didn’t and why so that future deals will run even smoother.
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Sign up today
Ready to get started? Click here to register and become an
exclusive C19GS member! Have questions?
Email info@covid19globalsupplies.com
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